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Enchanted Castle 1103 S. Main St. Lombard, IL 60148 | (630) 953-7860 Take the quest and experience the magic of fun! The Enchanted Castle - Chicago's Premier Entertainment Institution - has it all: indoor go-kart, laser tag, bumper cars, rides, mini bowling, miniature golf, karaoke,
dragon singing, two-story game ground plus the industry's 200 best games and best redemption prizes. For a royal touch on KING-Size Fun, reserve your next family outing, birthday, group exit, company event and fundraiser at Enchanted Castle - where fun and games reign higher. Ideal
for events until 1500. Looking for something to do with children on a hot rainy day? Groupon Hotel offers a 51% discount on the indoor entertainment package at the Enchanted Castle in Lombardy. This fun park offers entertainment for everyone: go-kart, mini golf, laser tag, Krazy cars,
karaoke and Pac-Man. Here are your options: $26 for an entertainment package for two (cost $53) $52 for an entertainment package for four (cost $106) In both packages, each person gets their choice of two premium rides, 40 game tokens and a personal pizza with one filling. Groupon
expires 120 days after purchase and is a limit of 1 per person, but you can buy 1 extra as a gift. It is necessary to use the promotional value in 1 visit. Valid only in place of Lombard. Sign up for some indoor amusement park fun here! Groupon Chicago is offering a 52% discount on an
indoor theme park package for two or four with attractions, play tokens and pizza at the Enchanted Castle in Lombardy. Choose from the following: $24 for an entertainment package for two (up to $49.98 cost) $48 per entertainment package for four (up to $99.96 value) Each entertainment
package includes a selection of two premium rides, 40 game tokens and a personal pizza per person. Enchanted Castle is the most lively on Saturdays; weekend visitors may face smaller crowds on Fridays and Sundays. Ends June 13, 2012. Groupon Chicago also offers half-price clothing
from All About Me in Buffalo Grove. There are two options: $25 for a $50 voucher or $60 for a $120 voucher. Ends September 12, 2012 and does not operate on the sale of goods. You can also order 30 American greeting cards for $15 more on Groupon. There is an additional $4 shipping
fee, so running until 0.63/card is sent. This is a value of $82 and you will get the following assortment: •1 Father's Day card •1 Mother's Day card •6 birthday cards •1 wedding card •1 anniversary card •4 thinking of you postcards •2 congratulations cards •4 thank you cards •10 blank cards It
was a rainy Saturday afternoon with two boys full of energy. While I would prefer to visit the museum, the laser tag and go-kart offered at The Enchanted Castle prevailed. Let it be that I would die if my job was to work in a place like this (imagine a ton children of all ages and constant
flashing lights), but employees did a great job of being friendly and interactive with children. An employee driving bumper cars played games with children they all seemed to love. Overall, my 8-year-old boys have this place two thumbs up and five stars. I can't like I'm the one who paid the
bill... Once you want to add all the extras, you could add all the extras. Also, make sure your kids have socks or they won't be able to make bounce houses. In the enchanted castle, the fun never ends! Check out the current majors listed below to make your next visit a royal success. Enjoy
pizza and game offers, discounted rides, birthdays and group specialties. You read free preview pages 6 to 12 are not displayed in this preview. ⽴即续费VIP 会员保⼼ VIP福利社 VIP免费专区 VIP专属特权 店铺后台 店铺⾸⻚ 个⼈保⼼ 会员⼼ 消息 收藏 意⻅反馈 退出登录 Home &gt;&gt;
Learning English &gt;&gt; Writing Skills &gt;&gt; By:Ruchika Gupta Writing Report How to write, Reporting themes, Example of reporting format and types for CBSE class 10 to 12 What is writing reports? Writing reports - The Report is a written account of what a person observed, heard, did
or investigated. This is a systematic and well-organized representation of the facts and conclusions of the event, which has already taken place somewhere. Reports are used as a form of written evaluation to find out what you learn from your reading, research or experience, and give you
experience of important skills that are widely used in the workplace. Format for Writing Reports – English Language Writing Skills Format Writing Reports – Typically, two types of reports are requested in the CBSE Class 12 English Paper, namely, a newspaper report or journal report. A
newspaper report is one that is published in a newspaper and magazine, usually written for a school magazine. Speaking of the exam, in the writing section (section-B of the exam), it comes as a very long question of the type of answer (10 stamps). Generally, there is a choice (internal)
between the following:- Debate writing article writing speech Report writing Questions for writing a report is supposed to be answered within a set limit of 150-200 words. Speaking of marks, it comes as 10 question marks. The mark break for report writing class 12 - English writing skills -
writing reports (according to CBSE's 2019-20 marking scheme) is as follows:- Report writing format (title and reporter name) 01 denotes table of contents 04 denotes grammar precision of expression, corresponding words and spelling. Coherence and relevance of ideas and style. 05
characters:- 2.5 2.5 Total 10 marks Well written report should have the following features: compliance with the specifications of the short report; relevant information; structuring the material in logical and order; presentation consistently in accordance with the instructions of the short report;
draw relevant conclusions, which are supported by evidence and analysis of the report; Now it is very important to follow the proper format of writing the report. Do not forget that the format carries marks. Related - Writing a letter, writing a letter format, themes and an example of the
reporting format for CBSE Class 10-12 The magazine report header format is a descriptive title that is the emphaiced content of the report. Behind the line is the name of the person writing the report. This is usually given in question. Remember that you should not mention your personal
data in your response. Entry point (entry) - It can include '5 Ws', namely WHAT, WHY, WHEN, and WHERE along with who has been invited as the main guest. The story of the event in detail - The correct sequence of events that occurred together with their description. This is the main
paragraph and can be divided into two short paragraphs if necessary. Conclusion – This will include a description of how the event ended. It may include quote excerpts from the main guest's speech or how the event is winded up.   Format Newspaper Report Title - Descriptive title, which is
an expressive content of the report. Behind the line is the name of the person writing the report along with the designation. This is usually given in question. Remember that you should not mention your personal data in your response. Location and date of reporting – It's generally not
mentioned in the Journal report separately, but behold, it is. Opening Paragraph - Includes a heading extension.  It should be short as this is a general overview of the report. A story about the event in detail- It is usually written in two parts: First, a complete account of what happened in her
chronological sequence (preferably) and second, the witness's remarks. Final point – This will include actions that have been taken so far or that will be taken. This is the last paragraph. Report Writing Format - Journal and newspaper Report JOURNAL REPORT Headline By line (along with
tagging) Opening item Date and place Account event Opening item Opinion Story of event and witnesses Note Conclusion Related - Informal letter, Informal letter format, Topics, Example Report writing format - Tips for writing a CBSE Class 12 report Tips to try the question of writing a
report Here are some valuable tips for you to try class 12 English writing skills – report writing the question in the best way – Make sure you use the language that suits the audience you decide. Using a complex vocabulary to reach children is not advisable. Make sure you write in
paragraphs. Practice last year's issue paper. Read as many samples as you can. This will allow you idea how they are actually written. Read the question at least twice and highlight important information. It is very important to understand the issue and read between the lines. Albert Einstein
once said: If you can't explain it simply, you haven't figured it out well enough. Plan before pen. Just make a list of all the highlights on the rough sheet (the last sheet of your answer brochure) so you don't forget the relevant points while writing. It will also help you maintain consistency,
which is very important. Presentation is very important. Make sure you double-check grammar and spelling. They bear traces. Leave enough lines between the paragraphs to make it look clean. Underlining the highlights is very important. But it is recommended to do this after the end of the
exam. To underline, use a pencil and snip. Make small sentences. Limits the scope of grammatical inaccuracies. Suggested points values as given in a sample article 2019-20 released by CBSE- VARIOUS MEASURES IN THE ADOPTED VILLAGE Proposed Value Points: The Report
Should Answer the Question: What - Event Name and Case, when -date and time of activity (Teaching &amp; Social Work) held a commentary on the quality of the activity organized report writing Format Sample – Report Writing Topics Report Writing – resolved issues Below are a few
resolved issues for you, so you get an idea of how to try the Writing Class 12 report – Report writing questions well. Remember that the more you read and practice, the better. According to CBSE guidelines, it should not exceed the prescribed word limit of 150-200 words Related –
Message Format writing, How to write a message Writing in English Q1. THE MMD school, Nashik, recently organized a scientific symposia on The impact of pollution on quality of life. You are Amit/Amita Raazdan, editor of the school magazine. Write an event report for your school journal.
(120 – 150 words) (SOURCE- CBSE 2018) Response: A report on the symposia of science held at MMD School, Nashik -By Amit/ Amita Raazdan, editor of the school magazine Symposia was organized March 1, 2018 at the school on The Impact of Pollution on Quality of Life. All science
students were part of the find out program. The event began with a felicity of guest speakers. After that, the participants were strewn with S. Suraj Prakash. He familiarized them with the goals and objectives of the seminar. Resource man Dr. Hari Om Gupta reflected his deep knowledge on
the topic and underlined how important it is to curb the threat of pollution. The sublime demonstration of the impact of pollution on our lives galvanized overgrowth participants. After the lunch break, Dr. K.K. Arora, a Resource Person, demonstrated possible steps that can be taken on a
personal level in order to Pollution. This was followed by another session on the basic concept of reducing pollution, which caused young mindset in innovative ways. The interactive hall lit up the curiosity of the participants. They have committed to bringing about a change of situation
completely. The informative seminar ended with a vote of gratitude proposed by the head of the scientific department. In the 2nd quarter of 2010. You're Karan/Kirty from L.M Memorial Public School, Dvorka. Your school has accepted the village as a social responsibility. Students are
regularly taught by children of this village. Write a report, for your school journal, on various other programs organized there in 150-200 words. (SOURCE- CBSE Sample Question Paper 2018-19) Answer: TAKING A VILLAGE - STEP TO SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY -BY KARAN/KRITI On
the occasion of World Literacy Day, L.M. Memorial Public School, Dumrka took the oath to hug a village named Rajpur. The school took responsibility for educating people who lived in the village. Selected pupils from each standard are taken there every weekend, during school hours, to
provide knowledge. The first 6-month motive is to make every person able to read and write. Free books and stationery are provided for quality education. Children are given time to spend with each other, play games and interact. In addition to educational needs, special care is devoted to
hygiene and sanitation. Girls get an awareness of the importance of menstrual hygiene as well. Various talent hunts were organized that left everyone spied on. Huge enthusiasm and zeal in the people to learn is the main driving factor. A family environment is created. The school treats the
people of the village as its own students and is non-anga. Adopting a village, the school makes its students sensitive to the needs of the environment at a young age. It seeks to elevate tomorrow's leaders. 3rd quarter 2010 Sunshine Public School Cultural Society, Nellore organized an adult
literacy camp in his district. Write a 150-200-word report to the camp for your school newsletter. You are P.V. Sunita, Secretary. Use the following tips: no. volunteers – hours spent teaching – class location – chairs, board – no. people attending the camp are a benefit. (SOURCE- CBSE
2017) Response: ADULT LITERACY CAMP -BY P. V. SUNITHA, SECRETARY Adult Literacy Camp was organized by the Sunshine Public School Cultural Society, Nellore in the school district yesterday expands educational options for those adults who have lost the opportunity and
crossed the age of formal education. The activities of the camp were carried out by the cultural society of the school and in total there were 25 volunteers. The camp began with speech for the main guest, Ms. Kawita Naik, a well-known social worker. There were 400 people in the camp.
They were divided into different groups according to their competencies. They were taught the basics of being able to read and write. Free books and stationery are provided for quality education. All arrangements, including desks and boards, were made in advance. In addition to
educational needs, special care was devoted to hygiene and sanitation. They were taught the basics of cleanliness, such as the types of waste and their management. Drinks were also provided to participants. Huge enthusiasm and zeal in the people to learn was the main driving factor. The
main guest distributed certificates of participation among volunteers. The camp ended on a positive note. There was an atmosphere of learning and growing up together. Related - Free online English Test - MCQ Test Series Q4. You are a Sandhja/Sohan active member of the Animal
Lovers Club, which works for animal welfare, preventing cruelty to them. You recently visited Mahatma Gandhi's Animal Care Home. You were pleasantly surprised to see the good treatment given to animals. Write a 150-200-word report on your visit. You can use the following points:



injured dogs and cats – abandoned pets – very old animals – all very well cared for – well-equipped medical room – veterinary surgeon – green environment. (SOURCE- CBSE 2018 Cutoff) Response: Visit Mahatma Gandhi Animal Care Home -Sandhya/Sohan Animal Lovers Club was
recently invited by Mahatma Gandhi to care for animals home to visit, where the opportunity was given the opportunity to oversee the organization's work. It is home to abandoned pets, rescued animals, and those injured on the streets. There were a lot of old animals as well. It was
impressive to see the quality of animal care. They have a family environment for them. It helps them heal faster and stay happy. The animal house has all the facilities, ranging from a well-equipped medical room to a veterinary surgeon. Regular inspections of unkind teams of veterinary
specialists are carried out. Pets can be enjoyed nearby. They are not ruthlessly kept in cages. They have a green environment with enough space for them to play and nurture. Mahatma Gandhi's Animal Care Home does a mind-blowing job of understanding and fulfilling the needs of those
who cannot speak for themselves. The room was quite big and comfortable. 5 quarter of 2010. Independence Day was celebrated at your school. The main guest was the district magistrate, Ms. Indu Bala Sharma. Write a feature report in 150-200 words describing all the activities that took
place. You are a head boy / head girl. (WEEKEND CUTOFF 2017) Answer: Goenka GDZ School celebrated Independence Day with great enthusiasm and patriotism On the morning of August 14, 2020, our students presented postcards and tricolor flag badges to the functionaries of the
school's senior management. The cultural program at the school began with everyone singing Vande Mataram followed by a flag raising the main guest, Ms. Indu Bala Sharma, the district magistrate. The spirit of freedom and nationalism was well manifested by students, as well as teachers
across the spectrum of patriotic poems, speeches, quizzes on the freedom fighter, songs and dances. Committed to the task of national construction, both faculty lecturers and students-teachers pledged to serve their homeland through the dissemination of education and service to the
community. A presentation on the historical evolution of India's national flag was shown. A documentary about the contribution of unsung heroes of the Indian struggle for freedom, such as Tirupur Kumaran, Kamla Davi Chattopadhayai and Khudiram Bose enlightened the audience. Some of
them told about the history and significance of Independence Day and shed light on the special highlight of this year's celebrations It ended with the principal's speech on the topic: What does freedom mean to me? The celebration ended with the inspiring words of the main lady, followed by
the National Anthem and the handing out of cool freshest principles. BELOW IS A LINK TO A SAMPLE 2018-19 PAPER ALONG WITH A LABELING SCHEME: A SAMPLE PAPER QUESTION-MARKING CBSE SCHEME ALL THE BEST, GUYS. Be positive. Your positive actions combined
with positive thinking leads to success. Recommended reading
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